
 

 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
 
 v. 
 
ANTOINE CLARK, et al. 
 

 
 
 CRIMINAL ACTION 
 NO. 19-15 

 
PAPPERT, J. January 27, 2020 
 

MEMORANDUM 

 Defendants are charged with conspiracy to distribute controlled substances and 

related drug charges.  Jury selection is scheduled for February 6, with opening 

statements and testimony to begin February 10.  The Government filed a motion (ECF 

No. 261) seeking to preclude reference at trial to Philadelphia Police Officer Reginald 

Graham and Defendant Antoine Clark’s July 14, 2012 arrest.  Clark does not oppose the 

motion which the Court now grants on the merits. 

 The Government’s original indictment in this case charged events surrounding 

Clark’s 2012 arrest as Overt Act 1 in support of the Section 846 conspiracy.  Clark was 

arrested for possession with the intent to distribute heroin and cocaine, criminal use of a 

communication facility and knowingly and intentionally possessing a controlled 

substance.  When he was arrested, he possessed a phone tied to the number 267-349-

4400, or the “4400 phone.”  Officer Graham was one of the arresting officers.  Clark pled 

guilty in the Philadelphia County Court of Common Pleas to possession with the intent 

to distribute a controlled substance.  (Gov’t Mot., ECF No. 261, at 3.) 

 Clark then filed a petition for relief from his state conviction under Pennsylvania’s 

Post Conviction Relief Act, claiming Graham was not a credible police officer and 

allegedly was on the Philadelphia District Attorney’s Office “do not call list.”  The 
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District Attorney’s Office conceded the PCRA petition without a response, agreed to a 

new trial and then opted not to pursue the case any further.  Thereafter, the Government 

filed a superseding indictment in this case removing any reference to the events of 

Clark’s July 2012 arrest.  The charged Section 846 conspiracy is now alleged to have 

begun in December 2013.  (Id. at 3-4.) 

 The Government argues that because the superseding indictment does not 

reference Clark’s July 2012 arrest, it is not a “fact of consequence” and its circumstances, 

and any alleged issues with Graham “do not in any way advance the inquiry [here].”  (Id. 

at 5.)  It argues that “[w]hether Officer Graham is or is not credible is of no consequence 

in a case where the conduct is not charged and takes place more than a year before the 

date the superseding indictment alleges the conspiracy to have begun.”  (Id.)  The 

Government represents that it will not present any evidence or testimony about the 2012 

incident and that no law enforcement officials who will testify were involved in that 

arrest.  (Id.)   

 Evidence is relevant under Rule 401 of the Federal Rules of Evidence if:  “(a) it 

has any tendency to make a fact more or less probable than it would be without the 

evidence; and (b) the fact is of consequence in determining the action.”  Fed. R. Evid. 401.  

Even if evidence is relevant, it may still be excluded.  “The court may exclude relevant 

evidence if its probative value is substantially outweighed by a danger of one or more of 

the following: unfair prejudice, confusing the issues, misleading the jury, undue delay, 

wasting time, or needlessly presenting cumulative evidence.”  Fed. R. Evid. 403.  Unfair 

prejudice is “prejudice of the sort which clouds impartial scrutiny and reasoned 

evaluation of the facts, which inhibits neutral application of principles of law to the facts 

as found.”  United States v. Starnes, 583 F.3d 196, 215 (3d Cir. 2009).   
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 Clark has obviously not shown how his 2012 arrest or anything about Officer 

Graham are relevant to the charges in the superseding indictment.  Even if he had, any 

“relevant value of the nolle prossed charges against [Clark] would be substantially 

outweighed by a danger of unfair prejudice . . . , specifically, forcing the jury to speculate 

as to the wide array of possible reasons that the District Attorney may have decided to 

nolle prosse certain charges after bringing a criminal complaint against” him.  Burdyn v. 

Borough, No. 12-2236, 2017 WL 394335, at *3 (M.D. Pa. Jan. 26, 2017).  The same goes 

for any relevance the allegations against Officer Graham might have.  There is no reason 

to introduce evidence concerning the credibility or lack thereof of a non-testifying officer 

who is not connected to any charges in the superseding indictment.   

 An appropriate Order follows.   

 BY THE COURT: 

 /s/ Gerald J. Pappert  
 GERALD J. PAPPERT, J. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
 
 v. 
 
ANTOINE CLARK, et al. 
 

 
 
 CRIMINAL ACTION 
 NO. 19-15 

 
ORDER 

 AND NOW, this 27th day of January, 2020, upon consideration of the 

Government’s Motion to Preclude Reference to Officer Reginald Graham and the July 

14, 2012 Arrest of Antoine Clark (ECF No. 261), and consistent with the accompanying 

memorandum of law, it is ORDERED that the Government’s motion is GRANTED. 

 BY THE COURT: 

 /s/ Gerald J. Pappert  
 GERALD J. PAPPERT, J. 
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